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.afterwrads cancelled and the stock re-transferred, it would
seem to require a vast deal of labor to find out where, and how
the mistake occurred. On adding up the total of the Ledger
Stock Accounts at the end of the month (assuming that the
Ledger postings are taken from the Eecord of Certificate), there
would appear to be an over issue of forty-five shares, and in
order to ascertain how it occurred, the various Ledger entries
for the month would probably be first compared with the last-
named book; but this operation, it is obvious, would give no
light on the subject. On a comparison, however, between the
Certificate margins, and the Record of Certificates, the error
would be discovered, but it might be too late to have a proper
remedy afforded. MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS. Powers of
Attorney, to Transfer Stock. It often happens that Brokers or
Bankers...
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This pdf is fantastic. Sure, it can be engage in, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been developed in
an remarkably straightforward way and is particularly merely a er i finished reading through this publication where
in fact transformed me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Mr . Lee Sim onis PhD-- Mr . Lee Sim onis PhD

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It is really simplified but shocks in the 50 percent of the pdf. I found out
this pdf from my i and dad recommended this publication to learn.
-- Zetta  Ar m str ong  III--  Zetta  Ar m str ong  III
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